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Not a definition

It’s a deeply human tendency to try and categorise. You will see afficionades discuss at length
questions such as: What is a roguelike video game? What is thrash metal? And what is an
abstract game?

These debates can be fun but they’re necessarily aimless. Any of these categories is fluid
and large enough to escape characterisation. And while it is possible to jot down some com-
mon properties, there will never be concensus about which of these properties are truly genre-
defining. In other words, you will not find my definition here. The first part of this book
showcases some great games worthy of contemplation, in my opinion.

That said, here is a compilation of common characteristics:

(C1) Two players participate.
(C2) Perfect information: each player is always aware of the full game state.
(C3) The rules do not incorporate randomness.
(C4) Discrete equipment and finite duration.
(C5) Players take turns alternatingly.

(I) There is non-trivial interaction between the two players.
(T) The game plays well without recourse to a theme, even if it has one.
(O) No out-of-game knowledge is needed to play the game.
(G) Geometric display of information.

Games with properties (C1)–(C5) are called combinatorial games [?]; these are studied in Com-
binatorial Game Theory, a subfield of mathematics and computer science. Usually, there is the
additional prohibition of draws. For the games of interest to us, ‘discrete’ in (C4) can be re-
placed by ‘finite’. More concretely, equipment means a finite grid or board, and a finite set of
pieces. This is what we try to capture with (G). For perspective, note that every combinatorial
game can be considered as a sequence of state changes, all of which can be expressed verbally
or numerically, like CHESS or GO records in algebraic notation. The point of (G) is that the
pictorial presentation of game states using boards and pieces should be the most natural one.

Some comments: (C2) rules out most card games. (C3) rules out BACKGAMMON which
meets all other conditions. Note that BACKGAMMON is very much a strategy game (especially
if played with the doubling cube), and that skill will beat chance consistently. Moreover, it is
non-themed, i.e. ‘abstract’. (C4) rules out dexterity games, since they operate in continuous
space. (C5) rules out games with simultaneous action such as SET. (I) demands that the moves
of a player will have some in-game effect on the other player. Thus it rules out two persons
independently solving a puzzle each. (T) rules out simulations, for example historical conflict
simulations. (O) rules out SCRABBLE which relies on a vocabulary, or also trivia games.

Often, people demand simple rules. I don’t like to do so, for two reasons: First, this is ex-
tremely subjective. Are the rules of CHESS or FANORONA or EMERGO simple or complex? The
answer depends entirely on what you compare them to! If you contrast these games with HEX
or YAVALATH, then they inevitably look complicated. Second, in contrast to the other condi-
tions, I don’t see simplicity as a defining property at all; to me, it is an aesthetical choice or
assessment. I do actually prefer simple rules, but I would never argue that a game is ‘non-
abstract’ on behalf of the length or complexity of its rule set.
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Note that the terminology abstract game was coined as the antipode of themed game, i.e. by
condition (T). This is unfortunate because the absence of (or non-reliance on) theme is one of the
weaker ingredients for this class of games. Even worse, every game is defined by a set of rules,
hence can be played like an ‘abstract game’. This applies even to games such as MONOPOLY,
HEARTS, TWILIGHT STRUGGLE. In other words, the assumed dichotomy abstract—themed is
off the mark. The term ‘abstract [strategy/board] game’ is nonetheless common now — just
remember that it is a misnomer. We will have to say something less trivial about settings, themes
and narratives later, starting on page ??.

As mentioned, this couldn’t be a hard and fast definition. Here we mention games which
feel like proper abstract games but violate some of the above conditions:

• COMMAND AND MANEUVER: designed as a combat simulation yet a combinatorial game.
• Some games have a random component during setup.
• Some people would argue that STRATEGO (non-perfect information) is an abstract game.
• Designers have created good games meeting all above conditions but (C1).

IAGO (International Abstract Games Organization, 2009)
This is only for context and will be cut later.
IAGO represents and promotes abstract strategy games. These are games which are minimal on rules
(reduced rule size due to minimal rules usage for theming and chrome), and heavier on strategy and
tactics, with a focus on testing player’s skills. Abstract strategy games are noted for their minimal to no
involvement with luck (luck here can be considered to be derived from a randomizer element or non-
perfect information). However, if luck is present, the skill of players will offset the luck element a very
large percentage of the time.

In abstract strategy games, the objective of each player is to make game conditions more favorable while
making them less favorable for their opponents. From an IAGO perspective, this is done by players
manipulating pieces (pieces here can refer to actual pieces, or tiles or possibly cards). These pieces relate
to one another and are used to represent game states that is a way to provide perfect information to all
players in the game. If a game doesn’t involve this, it is not considered an abstract strategy game from an
IAGO perspective. Because of this, games like Nomic, or the theoretical Glass Bead Game or Rock, Paper,
Scissors are excluded from IAGO. A card game like Mate could be included, eventhough it is card based,
due to it having perfect information, and no luck.

Abstract strategy games usually are played with only two players or teams, but the conditions hold
true when there are more than two players in a game. In this regard, abstract strategy games differ
from puzzles and puzzle games, because puzzles and puzzle games don’t have players attempting to
make conditions of their opponents unfavorable. Also, this making the game conditions of all opponents
unfavorable, causes abstract strategy games to differ from diplomacy games where players can form
alliances.
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Setting: a rule-given topic

Many games provide a thematic setting right out of the box. This holds for almost all commercial
games but also for many abstract games. For example, CHESS and variants ostensibly deal with
medieval warfare and GO is introduced as a game about territorial conflict.

There are various reasons why many games provide settings: First, as an attempt to increase
a game’s commercial appeal. Few people are willing to even check out a game if there isn’t
a short and catchy description of its content, even if it barely matches actual gameplay. This
is why many published games are sold with arbitrary themes that feel pasted on when played.
(The other common option to try and sell an abstract board game is by a highly elaborate design,
with sumptuous boards and pieces.)

Second, a setting can help new players get into a game. The first encounters are often con-
fusing, and an appropriate setting provides clues towards reasonable initial heuristics.

Third, settings are invariably employed for games with complicated rules. Then they func-
tion also as mnemonic devices for rules or components. Phrased the other way around:

Only games with simple mechanics can afford to do without a story. — Michael Van Biesbrouck

For most abstract games, the only natural entry points into setting are the title and terminology.
Examples for setting-inducing titles are AMAZONS or HIVE or SLITHER; terminology is the
grasshopper of HIVE or the phalanx of EPAMINONDAS.

Theme: a storyline deduced out of the rules

Some games, such as Chess and Go have no real theme. Interestingly enough, I have observed that
the serious players of such games tend to create the theme, build it from the very fabric of ideas and
concepts, instead of having the theme provided for them. — Andrew Hardin

When I play a game of CHESS, I don’t feel like taking part in a medieval battle. The game does
feel like a hunt of the opposing king, though. And it would feel like this even if the pieces had
different, or no, names. In this sense, ‘hunting the king’ is CHESS’ inherent theme.

Of course, this is a subjective perception. Different players may see different themes in a
game, or perhaps none at all. In any case, it is probably safe to say that some winning condi-
tions provide easier thematic connections than others. Especially, territory and elimination and
hunting games all have a primordial theme, deeply entrenched in human nature and history.

It stands to reason that all the old games have themes. Examples confirming this idea besides
CHESS, GO, DRAUGHTS are TABLUT and the asymmetric hunting games (few strong pieces
against many weak pieces). Outliers may be FANORONA or NINE MEN’S MORRIS which are
elimination games with idiosyncratic capturing mechanisms.

In any case, it seems to be true that abstraction (in the sense of absence of theme) has in-
creased over time. Consider HALMA from 1883, a game inspired by the CHECKERS one-point
jump but conveying a more abstract impression: the transposition of all pieces without direct
interaction through capture is a new idea, and does not seem to have a real-world model. The
connection-defining game HEX from 1942 is often heralded as being purely abstract. Thus, goals
like linking borders or forming patterns are more abstract, and less easily themed.

Naturally, if a game comes with a setting, then it should overlap or ideally coincide with
its theme. Sometimes, they’re at odds, and such games feels very strange to theme-minding
players. Above, we mentioned that a good setting should provide a first heuristic for how to
play a game. Likewise, if a player has a theme for a game, then that will provide an initial
heuristic.
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Hundreds of “abstract” board games are invented every year. Let us agree that such a board
game has attained the status of a minor classic if it is still actively played after dozens of years.
Then, LINES OF ACTION, EPAMINONDAS, AMAZONS are minor classics. Now to me, these three
easily yield themes more concrete than their goals. Note how in each case, the little amount if
setting given by the titles supports the theme.

I believe that games with a potential theme — even if vague and dispensible — have an
easier time reaching an audience. Abstract games tend to be uncomfortable to new players,
and a semblence of theme may help them get over that hurdle. Themes also make it easier to
remember a game, both its rules and its existence.

Diagrams: Epaminondas phalanx capture, Amazons end position

Let us quickly discuss TABLUT, an old Nordic asymmetric member of the HNEFATAFL family.
This game has a definite setting, as passed down to us from the Sámi people by Carl Linné, and
that is a history-inspired conflict between Swedes and Muscovites. Even ignoring the backstory,
the game clearly has a theme: Black is hunting the white King who in turn is trying to escape.

TABLUT is interesting here because it has some rules which are not necessary for gameplay
but which are used to bolster the theme. Namely, the central square is the throne (konakis), and
once vacated by the king, no piece may occupy it. For gameplay reasons, it is then necessary to
declare the konakis square as a piece of either colour when it comes to custodian capture.

This special rule is what would be called ‘chrome’ or ‘flavour’ in other gaming genres. Thus
the TABLUT deviate from the minimalist ideal some designers hold up. Balancing simplicity
and theme-enhancing rules is standard fare for game designers; in the realm of abstract games,
the scales are tipped in favour of simplicity.

Narrative: games as emergent stories

In my experience, Chess and Go are seen by regular players as poetry, as a deeper struggle than the
rules themselves hint at. — Andrew Hardin

Another matter is how players talk about a match they have just finished. For some games,
this is done in a surprisingly copious style, using metaphors not suggested by the rules. Most
readers will be familiar with examples for this behaviour from CHESS or GO. Note that players
won’t describe individual turns, e.g. ‘rook to E1’ for a game of CHESS; this kind of detail is left
to re-playing the game on a board. Instead, they will use words such a ‘queen’s wing’, ‘weak
pawn structure’, ‘pinned rook’, ‘fork’ to talk about the higher structure of their encounter. GO
players might employ jargon like ‘breaking the ladder’, ‘terrible shape’, ‘strong wall’, ‘gauging
out an eye’, ‘chasing a large group’. A finished game may be characterised as ‘fierce fight’, ‘won
by a large sacrifice’, ‘strategic encounter’.

I believe that the existence of narratives like these are a special, cherished quality. It certainly
does not apply to all rule sets. As a trivial example, I’ll bring up the NIM variety of games.
These are highly combinatorial and, from a gamer’s (rather than a scientist’s) point of view, dry
and dull. Unsurprisingly, they don’t yield interesting stories. Myself, I have trouble coming up
with narratives for the connection and pattern games I play. This may just boil down to taste:
lacking playing skill, I am unable to formulate interesting heuristics, and then naturally lack
both words and concepts to describe a match.
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A game with narrative potential allows the brain to access moves and heuristics in verbal,
rather than strictly combinatorial, ways. This is very important to some players, but entirely
irrelevant to others; again emphasising the subjective qualities of theme and narratives. Still, by
itself the existence of emergent stories is a great indicator that games can be much more than a
set of rules.

This aspect can be interpreted differently: if players can talk about their games in vari-
ous manners, then it is likely that they can also play with different styles. So I’ll entertain the
thought that games affording varied language are likely to support varied strategies. We’ll
discuss next which properties support narration and vice versa.

We have already mentioned that some goals lean more to verbal description. These are the
primal ones, which relate to age-old human activities. Translated to abstract board games, we
get the goals of elimination, hunting and territory building — all of these grip different aspects
of human conflict. By contrast, goals such as connecting regions or forming special patterns are
more allusive, and less thrilling.

The most basic ingredient for any storytelling are actors. Unlike most other games, these are
generally not given in abstract games. The Chess king is an exception, but clearly not sufficient
to carry the narrative of a Chess game on his own. We will deal with actors in the next section.

A necessary requisite for relevant storytelling is playing skill of the would-be narrator: even
a mediocre level should suffice, but a new or bad player will be amiss of concepts to talk about
and of the terminology to express them.

This suggests a social motive: Games with a club and tournament culture such as CHESS,
SHOGI, GO are well equipped for high-quality narratives. The communities provide ample op-
portunities to play games, and to discuss them afterwards. Moreover, they allow the creation
and dissemination of jargon, proverbs and memes related to gameplay. In other words, narra-
tives may feed back into the social environment of the game. It will be interesting to see if and
how the modifications from online play and communication affect narration in CHESS and GO.

The necessity of skill suggests depth as another motive. A high depth ceiling and players
attaining great skill can be a strong impetus for storytelling, regarding the action on and off the
board. We noted how narratives can be used to describe individual games. In the same vein, a
sufficiently rich game allows for players of sufficiently high level to exhibit different traits. This
is not unlike sports reporting!

Abundant strategies are one cornerstone for ensuring variety. We certainly want different
matches to feel differently, too. This is where surprises and unexpected upsets can come from.
Usually, this property is called drama (or swinginess) but, as explained elsewhere, to us this is
a combination of sufficient depth and a cap on clarity.

To sum up our findings, the following qualities are suggestive of high narration potential:

Theme: one of the primal win conditions.
Actors: manifold patterns on various levels.
Social: a strong community, including clubs and tournaments.
Depth: high level of play, ideally with professional players.
Variety: manifold heuristics to make games feel different.

Finally, the absence of narrative does not entail any judgement on a game. Ardent players of
such a game are likely looking for something different than an emergent story in their matches.
In particular, lack of theme or narrative do not say anything about a game’s depth or clarity.
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I would really like to have some good players of HEX, HAVANNAH, CONNECT6, BREAK-
THROUGH, DRAUGHTS/DAMEO talk about their opinions on this matter: do they see games as
stories? Does it matter to them?

Actors in abstract games

If we think of a match as a narrative, then the story needs to have actors we can relate to. It is
interesting to observe how actors emerge for various games; only through their rules and not
by explicit nomination (this is part of the meaning of abstract game).

Games with moving pieces have a headstart, especially if these are few and/or differentiated
pieces — it is much easier to attach mental labels to Chess pieces, say, than to the uniform stones
of a placement game. Differentiated pieces introduce a hierarchy, which is also helpful in es-
tablishing cognitive links. Among games other than Chess variants, let us mention AMAZONS:
with very few pieces (four amazons on each side), each piece will have different, and changing,
roles throughout a game: a particular piece may be tragically early crippled (isolated) as a sac-
rifice, or she may be defending the main territory, or dominate an opposing piece into isolation.
Together with emerging — and sometimes raided or exchanged — territories, this provides lots
of entries for intriguing stories.

GO is a placement game with a particularly large board, so naturally the story of a game does
usually not unfold through individual stones (there are exceptions, such as imposing killing
moves). Rather, players will talk about a higher structure: groups (a less rigid concept than
chains of stones). A typical match is about weak and strong groups, and about the building,
tearing down and exchange of territories. Lots of excitement comes from killing and survival,
i.e. the life and death of large groups.

Pictures? EPAMINONDAS, GO, CHESS. . .


